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We offer a variety of different programs including boat trips.
These are executed with taxi boats from our website.
ŠOLTA ISLAND DISCOVERY:We will cruise to southern side of
Šolta island where it's all rocks, cliffs and secluded beaches, this is
rather wild and not much to do but swim, snorkel, eat, drink, there is a
great restaurant in one of the bays. Šolta is never crowded. You could
get a private beach and skipper can move so you have some privacy.

HVAR TOWN / PAKLINSKI ISLANDS:We cruise to Hvar and
small Paklinski islands around it, we can swim, snorkel, walk around
the islands, there is a great restaurant there with fantastic homemade
wines, vineyard is in front of the porch. You can spend as much time
in Hvar town as you like.

BOL (GOLDEN CAPE BEACH) / HVAR TOWN / PAKLINSKI
ISLANDS:We cruise to Bol on island Brač and you get to see one of
the best beaches in the world, Golden Cape near Bol. Then we cruise
further to Hvar (also possible to visit medieval Blaca Monastery high
up in the mountains).

3 CAVES EXCURSION-BLUE CAVE / MONKSEAL CAVE /
KOMIŽA / STINIVA BAY / GREEN CAVE / PAKLINSKI
ISLANDS / HVAR TOWN:Cruise to Blue Cave on island Biševo,
then Monkseal Cave which we can actually enter with some boats, we
can snorkel inside with a torch through complete darkness to a small
pebble beach where Monkseals used to live (it's a sort of a
Mediterranean sea lion). A rather wild and unusual experience after
which we make a break in an old fishermen town Komiža, one of the
loveliest villages in the Adriatic. Later we keep going along southern
side of Vis with stop in famous Stiniva Bay, Green Cave and Hvar
with Paklinski islands.

We take advances for bookings, these are refundable if Opcija tours
cancels the tour for any reason whatsoever including bad weather
conditions.
We also have cooking classes, wine tours, adventure programs,
sailing, Natural Parks, original gourmet trips...
Feel free to browse a bit around our websites below in the signature.
We are here for any questions you might have.
Greetings from Split, Croatia
Damir Đerek, manager
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